Bayesian system identification has attracted substantial interest in recent years for inferring structural models based on measured dynamic response from a structural dynamical system. The focus in this paper is Bayesian system identification based on noisy incomplete modal data where we can impose spatially-sparse stiffness changes when updating a structural model. To this end, based on a similar hierarchical sparse Bayesian learning model from our previous work, we propose two Gibbs sampling algorithms. The algorithms differ in their strategies to deal with the posterior uncertainty of the equation-error precision parameter, but both sample from the conditional posterior probability density functions (PDFs) for the structural stiffness parameters and system modal parameters. The effective dimension for the Gibbs sampling is low because iterative sampling is done from only three conditional posterior PDFs that correspond to three parameter groups, along with sampling of the equation-error precision parameter from another conditional posterior PDF in one of the algorithms where it is not integrated out as a "nuisance" parameter. A nice feature from a computational perspective is that it is not necessary to solve a nonlinear eigenvalue problem of a structural model. The effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithms are illustrated by applying them to the IASE-ASCE Phase II simulated and experimental benchmark studies. The goal is to use incomplete modal data identified before and after possible damage to detect and assess spatially-sparse stiffness reductions induced by any damage. Our past and current focus on meeting challenges arising from Bayesian inference of structural stiffness serve to strengthen the capability of vibration-based structural system identification but our methods also have much broader applicability for inverse problems in science and technology where system matrices are to be inferred from noisy partial information about their eigenquantities.
3 methods [13] [14] [15] . These approximations ignore the posterior uncertainty in the hyper-parameters and system modal parameters, however, so a goal of the work presented here is to provide a fuller treatment of the posterior uncertainty by employing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods [21] , so that some of the Laplace approximations can be avoided.
In recent years, MCMC methods have received much attention for Bayesian model updating in which samples consistent with the posterior PDF of the model parameters are generated. An advantage of MCMC methods is that they can provide a full characterization of the posterior uncertainty, even when the model class is not globally identifiable [22, 23] . Numerous new MCMC methods have been proposed over the last decade or so with the goal of improving the computational efficiency of posterior sampling in Bayesian structural model updating (e.g., [22, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ). However, most existing methods are only efficient for lower dimensional problems.
In this paper, we explore the use of Gibbs sampling (GS) [29, 30] , a special case of Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation, to efficiently sample the posterior PDF of the high-dimensional uncertain parameter vectors that arise in our sparse stiffness identification problem. The effective dimension is kept low by decomposing the uncertain parameters into a small number of groups and iteratively sampling the posterior distribution of one parameter group conditional on the other groups and the available data. Based on different strategies to deal with the posterior uncertainty of the equation error precision parameter, two Gibbs Sampling algorithms are presented. For each algorithm, analytical expressions for the full conditional posterior PDFs are derived in order to implement the GS methods. The effectiveness of the proposed Bayesian system identification algorithms for sparse stiffness loss inversion is illustrated with simulated and experimental data examples from the IASC-ASCE Phase II benchmark studies.
BAYESIAN SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION BASED ON MODAL DATA

Linear structural model class and structural stiffness scaling parameters
We consider a structure of interest and assume that modal identification is performed with low-amplitude vibration data where the structural behavior is well approximated by linear dynamics with classical normal modes for damage detection purposes. Under this hypothesis, a damping matrix need not be explicitly modeled since it does not affect the model mode shapes.
We take a class of linear structural models that has DOF (degrees of freedom), a known mass matrix based on structural drawings and an uncertain stiffness matrix that is represented as a linear combination of 1 substructure stiffness matrices , 0,1, … , as follows:
The nominal substructure stiffness matrices ∈ represent the contribution of the substructure to the overall stiffness matrix (e.g. from a finite-element model) and , , … , ∈ are corresponding 4 stiffness scaling parameters that are learned from the modal data. For example, the substructuring may be chosen to focus on "hot spots" where the prior probability of damage occurring is higher.
Modal data and system modal parameters
We assume that the target structure is instrumented with sensors measuring structural vibrations at DOF. Suppose that sets of vibration time histories are measured and dominant modes of the system are identified from each set of time histories. The MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimates are taken from Bayesian modal identification (e.g., [11] ) to serve as the "measured" natural frequencies and mode shapes , , … , , , , , In typical situations where , so only data from a subset of the DOF corresponding to the structural model are available, it is advantageous to introduce system mode shapes , … , ∈ [30] [31] [32] [33] , as well as system natural frequencies , … , ∈ , to represent the actual underlying modal parameters of the linear dynamics of the structural system at all DOF.
Hierarchical Bayesian modeling
Hierarchical Bayesian modeling is an important concept for Bayesian inference [34] , which provides the flexibility to allows all sources of uncertainty and correlation to be learned from the data, and hence potentially produce more reliable system identification results. It has been used recently in Baysian system identification [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] where the hierarchical nature is primarily to do with the modeling of the likelihood function. To demonstrate the idea, a graphical hierarchical model representation of the structural system identification problem is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the details of the Bayesian modeling are introduced in the next subsections.
Prior for system modal parameters and structural stiffness scaling parameters
In our modeling, the system modal parameters and are not constrained to be exact eigenvectors and eigenvalues corresponding to any structural model because there will always be modeling errors, so for 1, … , :
where the prior PDF for the uncertain equation errors ∈ is modeled as |0, , where is For the equation-error precision parameter , we take the widely used exponential prior PDF:
which is the maximum entropy prior for with the mean constraint | 1 ⁄ . The hyper-prior for is taken as a locally non-informative one (i.e. uniform over a sufficiently large interval 0, , .
Likelihood function for system modal parameters and structural stiffness scaling parameters
Following [15] and using the Principle of Maximum Information Entropy again, the combined prediction errors and measurement errors for the system modal parameters and are modeled independently as zero-mean Gaussian variables with unknown variances, so the likelihood functions for and are given by:
where ∈ with "1s" and "0s" picks the observed degrees of freedom in the "measured" mode shape data set from the full system mode shapes ; , … , ∈ is the matrix which connects the vector of sets of identified natural frequencies and the system natural frequencies . Parameters and are prescribed variances for the predictions of the identified mode shapes and natural frequencies from and , respectively. The hyper-priors for and are taken as locally non-informative ones.
For the structural stiffness scaling parameters , we assume there is a "calibration" value available, which is derived theoretically (e.g. from a finite-element structure model) or is identified from previous experimental data, and we want to impose sparsity on the change ∆ to reduce ill-conditioning. For example, in structure health monitoring, this could be motivated by the fact that damage-induced stiffness changes typically will be localized in a small number of substructures, such as the connections of steel members where local buckling or weld fracture can occur.
For the case where the user wants to induce sparseness in the change ∆ , we take a Gaussian pseudolikelihood function:
where diag , … , . This probability model corresponds to the maximum entropy PDF subjected to only the first two moment constraints of zero mean and independent variances for each component ∆ of ∆ . It gives a measure of the plausibility of the calibration value when the structural model is specified by the parameter vector .
the parameter vector is learned from the modal data using a locally non-informative prior on . This approach to induce sparseness is based on the idea of using the Automatic Relevance Determination Gaussian prior in sparse Bayesian learning [17] .
where tr • denotes the trace of a matrix and , is given in (7c). For given , and , both the posterior mean and covariance matrix depend on the MAP value , and so an iterative method, cycling over (14a), (14b) and (15) until convergence, is required.
Conditional posterior PDF for
According to the general result in Appendix A, the conditional posterior PDF for vector is given by:
where:
and , are given in (7b). An iterative method is then used to determine , and the MAP value by cycling over (17a), (17b) and (18).
From Appendix A, the conditional posterior PDF for is derived as:
where
and and , are given in (7a) and diag , … , .
For the case where a sparse change ∆ is desired, arg max | , , , is given by using (A12), so for each 1, … , :
An iterative method is then used to determine , and by cycling over (20a), (20b) and (21) . It is expected that many of the will approach zero during the optimization, which implies from (11) that the corresponding ∆ will have negligibly small values [15] ). This is a similar procedure to the original sparse Bayesian learning where redundant or irrelevant features are pruned away to produce a sparse explanatory subset by learning the ARD prior variances [17] .
If the user does not wish to impose sparseness on the changes in during Bayesian updating based on modal data, the conditional posterior PDF for is obtained by simply setting → ∞ in (19, 20) and so the terms in (20a,b)
involving are excluded and (21) is not relevant.
The conditional posterior PDF for is derived as:
where arg max | , , , and the shape parameter and rate parameter for the posterior gamma distribution on are given by:
Since has a uniform prior, the posterior PDF for is derived as:
By direct differentiation of the logarithm of (24) with respect to , the MAP estimate of is given by:
Full conditional posterior PDFs when marginalizing over equation-error precision
When marginalizing over the equation error precision parameter , GS samples are drawn from the three conditional posterior PDFs | , , , | , , and | , , , which are derived as follows.
Conditional posterior PDF for
Following the strategy in Appendix B with the substitution , the conditional posterior PDF for :
where 
In (28) , both the posterior mean and matrix depend on the MAP value , and so they are obtained by an iterative method using (27a), (27b), (27c), (27d), (27e) and (28).
Following the same strategy as in Section 3.2.1 but with the substitution , the conditional posterior PDF for is given by:
where (30a)
These parameter values, including the MAP value , are obtained by iterating over (30a), (30b), (30c), (30d), (30e) and (31).
Similarly, with the substitution of , the conditional posterior PDF for is derived as:
and if sparseness in ∆ is desired, then:
These parameter values, including the MAP value , are obtained by interating over (33a), (33b), (33c), (33d), (33e) and (34) . Like the , many of the tend to zero during optimization and sparseness of the stiffness change ∆ is produced. As in Subsection 3.1.3, the conditional posterior PDF for can be modified by taking all → ∞ in (32, 33) if no sparsity of the change ∆ is to be imposed. Note that the denominator in (33e) should be changed from to since the size K of pseudo data in (B9) becomes zero in this case.
Pseudo-code for Gibbs sampling algorithms
The GS (Gibbs sampling) pseudo-codes are summarized as Algorithms 1 and 2 below, which are implemented by successively sampling the conditional posterior PDFs presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. In the algorithms, if the Markov chain created by the GS is ergodic [34] , the GS samples will be finally distributed as the full globally identifiable or unidentifiable [20] , which means that sampling the Markov chain fully explores its stationary state when is large, no matter how the GS algorithm is initialized. In this case, samples from the marginal distribution | are readily obtained by simply examining the GS samples for large beyond the burn-in period. It is noted that the GS algorithm using a single Markov chain is not effective for locally identifiable cases [20] , where the regions of high values of the posterior PDF are well separated. Although this case is relatively rare in practice, it can be treated by parallel sampling of GS chains from multiple starting points drawn from the prior , , , (Algorithm 1) or , , (Algorithm 2). 
Burn-in period determination
In the implementation of GS algorithms, it is common to discard the samples during the burn-in period before the Markov chain reaches its stationary state, but this is not easy to ascertain. Following the strategy in [30] we determine the burn-in period simply by visual inspection of a plot of the Markov chain samples as they are sequentially generated. To determine how many Markov chain samples to generate after burn-in is achieved, we visually check the convergence of the plotted stiffness samples of interest.
Remark 3.1:
One complication in Bayesian system identification using modal data is that the model for the modal parameters characterizing the modal data and is a nonlinear function of the structural stiffness scaling parameter vector . Rather than directly tackling this challenging nonlinear inverse problem, our theory is formulated in such a way that it involves a series of coupled linear−in−the−parameter problems that allow analytical construction of the conditional posterior PDFs needed for the Gibbs Sampling procedure and so it provides an efficient way to perform Bayesian system identification.
Remark 3.2:
In our Bayesian formulation involving the Gaussian and Exponential PDFs, there is a scale invariant property due to proper learning of all of the associated hyper-parameters. If the Markov chain created by the GS is ergodic (no matter how the GS algorithm is initialized), the identification of the stiffness scaling parameters is independent of any linear scaling of both the measured mode shapes and the mass and stiffness matrices, i.e., the system identification results do not change with a change of the units for these quantities.
GIBBS SAMPLING FOR DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
Generating posterior samples of conditional on modal data from both monitoring and calibration stages
For damage assessment based on modal data, the Gibbs sampling algorithms in Section 3.3 are applied in two stages, calibration (undamaged) and monitoring (possibly damaged), where the pseudo-data used for the model updating of the structural model parameters and are , and , , , respectively. In the case of monitoring for damage, since any damage-induced stiffness loss typically will be localized in a small number of substructures, the user may want to reduce ill-conditioning by imposing sparsity on the change ∆ ; here, corresponds to the (uncertain) structural stiffness scaling parameters learned during a calibration stage for a structural model of the undamaged structure. In the calibration stage, we assume that the user does not want to impose sparseness on the changes in during Bayesian updating based on the modal data, although sparse change ∆ could be induced if desired where comes from a finite-element structural model, for example. Before proceeding, we note that the posterior uncertainty for obtained from the calibration stage is controllable since it is usually the case that large amounts of time-domain vibration data can be collected from ambient vibration tests of the undamaged structure, leading to multiple sets of the identified modal parameters, because there is no urgency to rapidly detect damage. In the following, we introduce a sampling strategy to incorporate the posterior uncertainty of in the posterior sampling of the stiffness scaling parameter for the monitoring stage.
We know from Section 3.3 that if the Markov chain created by the GS algorithms is ergodic, samples from the marginal distributions | and | are readily obtained by simply examining the GS samples and for larger beyond the burn-in period. Using samples from the marginal posterior PDF | at the calibration stage, we are able to effectively take the uncertainty of into account and draw samples from the posterior PDF | , , , which is conditional on modal data from both the monitoring and calibration stages. The PDF | , , , is expressed as:
It is known from the sampling theory that the extracted stiffness samples from sample pairs , , 
Evaluation of damage probability
The probabilistic evaluation of any possible damage, including its location and severity, is achieved by computing the probability that any stiffness parameter of a substructure has decreased more than a prescribed fraction . Using the samples of obtained from the monitoring stage (possibly damaged) and the calibration stage (undamaged), we estimate the probability of damage for the substructure using the following approximation (see [30] and [31] ):
where • is the indicator function, which is unity if the condition is satisfied, otherwise it is zero; , denote the sample pairs of the stiffness scaling parameter for the calibration and monitoring stages, respectively, which are generated according to the joint posterior PDF , | , , , in (35).
COMPARISON OF NEW ALGORITHMS WITH THAT IN [15]
In [15] , a fast sparse Bayesian learning algorithm was proposed for structural stiffness identification purposes, where the analytical solution of the posterior PDF of the stiffness scaling parameter is computed. All uncertain parameters except are collected in the vector , , , , , , as 'nuisance' parameters, which are treated by using Laplace's approximation method (their posterior uncertainties are effectively ignored). For estimation of hyperparameters in , we assume that the model class is globally identifiable based on the available data , , , meaning here that the likelihood , , | has a unique global maximum over and then so does the posterior at (the MAP value of ). The excellent performance of the proposed method in [15] has been verified with synthetic data and the IASC-ASCE Phase II experimental brace benchmark data. However, there are several important issues that needed further exploration for reliable structural system identification and they have been explicitly addressed in the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithm. In the next two subsections, the theoretical benefits for real applications of the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithms are presented, followed by a comment on computational costs.
Theoretical benefits for real applications
For structural identification of real systems where there are large modeling errors, it is challenging to confirm that there is a unique maximum with a sharp peak for the high-dimensional system modal parameter vectors , .
In addition, the pseudo data used in [15] is based on the assumption that it is a unique MAP estimate of at the calibration stage due to a large amount of time-domain vibration data that allows multiple sets of identified modal parameters to be collected. Sometimes there may not be sufficient data available to get reliable updating results with a unique peak and small uncertainties for . Therefore, it is useful to explore the uncertainties in the identified system modal parameters and stiffness parameters from the calibration stage, as done in the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithms, which can provide a full characterization of the posterior uncertainty, even when the model class is not globally identifiable [22, 23] .
For the updating of the stiffness scaling parameters and system modal parameters and , the corresponding model classes , , , and , (for Algorithm 1), and , , , and , (for Algorithm 2) are investigated. When learning the corresponding hyper-parameters , and by maximizing their posterior distribution (i.e., (A7) and (B6) in the Appendices), the application of Bayes' Theorem at the model class level involves a trade-off between the average data-fit of the model class and the information it extracts from the associated data. In other words, it automatically penalizes both models of or that "under-fit" or "over-fit" the associated data or , therefore obtaining reliable updating results for the three parameter vectors, which is the Bayesian Ockham Razor [1] at work.
It was found that the algorithms in [15] suffer from a robustness problem where the system identification performance is sensitive to the selection of the equation error precision . In Algorithm 2, by marginalizing over directly to remove it from the posterior distributions, we get the Student-t conditional PDFs that can be sampled in each step of the Gibbs sampling. The Student-t PDFs have heavier tails than the Gaussian PDFs sampled in Algorithm 1 and so the algorithm is robust to noise and outliers. The numerical and experimental results given later support this conclusion because Algorithm 2 outperforms all other algorithms for comparison.
Comparison of the computational costs
The computation is much more intensive for the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithms than the fast algorithm in [15] , which is a sacrifice for gaining full posterior uncertainty quantification. Therefore, the choice of which method to use in system identification applications is a trade-off between the accuracy of the uncertainty quantification and the computation time. A comparison of the computation cost of the two Gibbs Sampling algorithms is given later in the illustrative examples. It shows that Algorithm 2 requires less iterations to make the parameter distributions well characterized since the number of effective dimensions for the Gibbs samplers is reduced from four in Algorithm 1 to three in Algorithm 2.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
The performance of the proposed GS algorithms is illustrated with the IASC-ASCE Phase II SHM benchmarks, first applying them to the same unbraced damage cases with simulated data as in [30] for comparison purposes. Then the brace damages cases from both the simulated and experimental data are used to verify the applicability of the GS algorithms in distinct cases with small and large modeling errors, respectively.
Example I: Unbraced damage cases in simulated Phase II benchmark problem
In the first example, the proposed GS algorithms are applied to the beam-column joint damage cases DP1U and DP2U in the simulated unbraced Phase II benchmark structure [41] , and used for comparing with the method in [30] , who focus on the same damage patterns in their Example 2. Zero-mean Gaussian noise is also added with variance at a high level of 10% of the mean square of the synthetic measurements. The extraction of the modal parameters was achieved by using the modal identification procedure called MODE-ID [42, 43] and the results were presented in [33] . In each experiment, the measured time series are divided into ten time segments of equal duration of 20s (10,000 sampling points with sampling frequencies of 500 Hz) and eight modes, consisting of the four translation modes in the direction and four translation modes in the y direction, are identified for each time segment.
For damage identification, we project the 120-DOF unbraced structural model onto a shear-building model with 36-DOF that assumes rigid floors in the x-y plane and allows rotation along the x-and y-axes. For each floor, rotation along the -axis and translations parallel to the -and -axes give three of the nine DOF. The remaining six DOF are given based on the assumption that nodes with the same x-coordinates or same y-coordinates have the same amount of rotation along the y-axis and x-axis, respectively. There are three stiffness parameters assigned for each story, corresponding to two rotational and one column stiffness scaling parameters, which give 12 parameters in total:
where 1, … ,4 refers to the story number and , indicates the axis along which the rotational stiffness is active. In (37), and are the "nominal" column and rotational stiffness matrices, respectively, so that the nominal value of each stiffness scaling parameter is 1.0 and these matrices are computed based on the model assumptions for the original undamaged structure. Based on this modeling, the true stiffness ratio values for , and , in the DP1U damage case are 50% and 66.7% of the undamaged values, respectively, while the true ratio value for , in the DP2U case is 66.7% of the undamaged value.
By running Algorithms 1 and 2 in the calibration (undamaged) and monitoring (possibly damaged) stages, the GS Markov chain samples are generated for the model parameters of interest. Inspired by [30] , we examine the practical ergodicity of the Markov chain by conducting five parallel GSs to obtain five independent Markov chains. All of the five Markov Chains converged to the same region of the parameter space, and so we assume that the GS Markov chain generated is ergodic. We first present the Markov chain samples of the eight rotational stiffness scaling parameters for the undamaged case and DP2U damage case in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. For both cases, it is clearly seen that the Markov chain reaches its stationary state after a burn-in period of roughly 6000 samples for Algorithm 1, while only 2000 samples are required for Algorithm 2. The higher efficiency of Algorithm 2 seems to be reasonable since the number of effective dimensions for Gibbs samplers is reduced from four to three by integrating out the equation error precision parameter in Algorithm 2. In fact, it is known that the performance of Bayesian learning is sensitive to the selection of the equation error precision [15] and so the robustness for parameter inference should be enhanced significantly if we marginalize over this parameter directly to remove it from the posterior distributions as done in Algorithm 2. Indeed, Figures 3 and 4 show that this algorithm give correct results for the undamaged (scaling 1.0) and damaged substructure (scaling 0.6 for , in the DP2U). and , for the DP1U case and , for the DP2U case) are correctly localized for both algorithms, but for the DP1U case there is a false damage detection in the substructure corresponding to stiffness scaling parameter , for Algorithm 1. The inferred damage extents are also reliable for Algorithm 2: the posterior medians of the estimated damage corresponding to a damage probability of 0.5 is about 50% loss in , and , for DP1U and 30% loss in , for DP2U, which are close to their actual values. While for the undamaged substructures, the median losses of rotational stiffness are around zero.
We now compare Figures 3-5 to the results from the method in [30] . Comparing the results for the Markov chain samples, the determination of the burn-in period can be made with more confidence due to the fact that the spread of the post burn-in samples is smaller for our new GS methods. This is presumably a benefit from the hierarchical Bayesian model employed in the formulation, which allows Bayesian learning of the rate parameter for the prior PDF of equation error precision , as in (25), (27e), (30e) and (33e), rather than simply setting its value to create a Jeffreys' non-informative prior ( 0 and 0 are assigned for the Gamma prior of in [30] ). The learning of suppresses both the prior and posterior uncertainties of , and so the posterior uncertainties for the model parameters , , . This learning of the hyperparameters in the formulation also explains why the undamaged substructures are identified with much higher confidence in our new proposed methods than the method in [30] when comparing the damage probability curves. The sparse models of ∆ are produced by learning the hyper-parameter in (21) (or in (34)) in the sparse Bayesian learning formulation [15, 17] , where the MAP value → 0 or → 0 implies that → 0 (or → 0 ) and so the GS sample → .
Example II: Braced damage case in simulated and experimental Phase II benchmark problems
In the second example, we apply the proposed GS algorithms to the braced damage cases in the IASC-ASCE Phase II Benchmarks, first using the simulated data [41] , and then using the experimental data [44] . The benchmark structural model here refers to a four-story, two-bay by two-bay steel braced-frame, which is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 6 , along with its dimensions. A detailed description of the benchmark structure in the simulated and experimental studies can be found in [33] .
For the simulated data case, four brace damage patterns are considered: DP1B, DP2B, DP3B and DP3Bu, which are simulated by reducing the elastic moduli of certain braces. RB is the undamaged structure which serves to provide the calibration stage tests in our theory. In each of these five cases, simulated time-domain data are generated from the structural model, which is subjected to broadband ambient-vibration excitations at each floor, and 10% simulated zero-mean Gaussian noise is added at the measured DOF. Only the results of the partial-sensor scenario are presented in the example, where measurements are available only at the third floor at the nodes 20,22,24,26 in Figure 6 and the roof at the nodes 38,40,42,44. Ten sets of independent estimates of the modal data, including four modes in the strong (x) direction and four modes in the weak (y) direction in each set, are extracted in [33] and are utilized in this study.
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The experimental benchmark study includes five brace damage configurations: Config. 2, Config. 3, Config. 4, Config. 5 and Config. 6, by removal of certain braces of the structure. Config. 1 is the undamaged structure which serves to provide the calibration stage. For each configuration, acceleration data is obtained on the experimental structure by impact of a sledgehammer, where sensors are installed at the center at each floor sensing the accelerations in the direction and the and -faces of all floors sensing the accelerations in the direction. For modal identification, a total of three sets of independent estimates of the experimental modal parameters are extracted using MODE-ID [42, 43] and five modes ( 5 , consisting of the first and second translation modes in the and directions and the first torsion mode, are identified from each time segment. The reader is referred to [33] for detailed information.
For locating the faces sustaining brace damage, a 3-D 12-DOF shear-building model that assumes rigid floors is employed, where the three DOF for each floor are the translations parallel to the and axes and rotation about the axis vertically through the center of the structure. The stiffness matrix is then parameterized as:
where =1,…,4 refers to the story number and f= ′ , ′ , , ′ indicates the faces of the respective floor.
Four stiffness parameters are used for each story to give a stiffness scaling parameter vector with 16 components.
The "nominal" stiffness matrices K are defined to make the nominal value of each to be 1.0. Based on this modeling, the sub-structure stiffness reductions for the four brace damage patterns in the simulated benchmark are summarized as follows: 1) DP1B: 11.3% reduction in , and , ; 2) DP2B: 5.7% reduction in , and , ; 3) We first apply the GS algorithms in the calibration (undamaged) stage. All 16 components of are updated where ,…, corresponds to the order of , , …, , , , , …, , , , , …, , , , , …, , . The Markov chain samples of the eight stiffness scaling parameters at the face and face in each story are plotted in Figure 7 for the undamaged case in the simulated benchmark problem. Note that the y-scale differs from Figures We next focus on the results in the monitoring stage. In Figures 9 and 10 , all the samples generated from Algorithms 1 and 2, excluding those in the burn-in period (4000 samples), are plotted in the , , , and , , , spaces for the DP3B case (simulated benchmark) and Config. 5 case (experimental benchmark), respectively. For both algorithms applied to the simulated data, it is clearly seen from Figure 9 that the reduction of the sub-structure stiffnesses at the face in the first and third stories are correctly detected for DP3B case. Moreover, the amount of the identified stiffness loss is approximately correct, i.e., using the mean of the sample values, there is about 12% loss in , , and 5% loss in , . Similarly, Figure 10 shows that the stiffness reduction in the Config. 5
case is also corrected identified and quantified as far as the sample means are concerned. However, the posterior sample variance is large because the samples are spread out much more for the Config. 5 case as expected, due to large modeling errors for the real data case.
Given the Markov chain samples in the calibration and monitoring stages, we use (36) to evaluate the probabilities of damage for each substructure and the results for the four damage cases in the simulated benchmark are shown in Figure 11 . All the brace damage substructures are reliably detected in both qualitative and quantitative ways for both methods. For the undamaged substructures, the posterior medians of the estimated damage corresponding to a damage probability of 0.5 are around zero, although in some cases some undamaged substructures show an increase in stiffness with large probabilities that is unrealistic. No occurrence of false damage detection is observed for both methods. This is an advantage of the proposed sparse Bayesian formulation which can better quantify the uncertainty of the unchanged components of .
For the experimental benchmark, the damage probability curves corresponding to the sixteen stiffness scaling parameters are plotted in Figure 12 , for Configs. 2-6. To demonstrate the robustness enhancement of our proposed GS algorithms where the full uncertainties in the model parameter of interest are treated, the results are compared with our previous method [15] , where the damage probability curves are evaluated using a Gaussian approximation (the number of stiffness model parameters is also selected to be two in the calibration stage as in this work). Although more undamaged substructures are observed having a significant stiffness increase than in the simulated data case, all actual damaged substructures are clearly shown to have a large damage probability when their stiffness scaling Configs. 3 and 6 for the method in [15] and in Configs. 5 and 6 for Algorithm 1, even for large damage fractions.
While for Algorithm 2, the possible false damage detection occurs in the substructure corresponding to , in Config. 5, but its damage probability is much smaller than those of two actually damaged substructures , and , where the stiffness reduction is larger than 40%.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented and applied two Gibbs sampling algorithms for Bayesian system identification based on incomplete modal data and where the spatial distribution of structural stiffness change from its calibration value is sparse. The adoption of Gibbs sampling is motivated by its important advantage that the effective dimension of the Gibbs samplers only depends on the small number of parameter groups for drawing samples, and so the algorithmic efficiency does not degrade with larger dimensions of the uncertain parameter space. The algorithms are based on a similar hierarchical sparse Bayesian model that we have used in previous research and that allows all sources of uncertainty and correlation to be learned from the data to produce more reliable system identification results.
The two proposed Gibbs sampling algorithms differ in their strategies to deal with the posterior uncertainty of the equation-error precision parameter: Algorithm 1 samples the posterior PDF for the equation error precision parameter directly whereas Algorithm 2 marginalizes it out to remove it as a "nuisance" parameter. When applied to simulated data where there are smaller modeling errors, it is found that the Markov chain reaches its stationary state much faster for Algorithm 2. Also, for the experimental benchmark problem where there are larger modeling errors, the spread for the group of GS samples generated from Algorithm 2 is more concentrated. The performance of Algorithm 2 for the challenging IASC-ASCE Phase II experimental benchmark is better than that of Algorithm 1 and our previous proposed sparse Bayesian learning method in [15] .
With regard to the comparison between our proposed Gibbs Sampling algorithms and that in [30] , several appealing features have been demonstrated by the new algorithms in terms of theoretical and numerical aspects. First, system frequencies are introduced as parameters to be identified in order to represent the actual natural frequencies of the structural system along with the system mode shapes, and the eigenvalue equations of the structural model are used only in the prior probability distribution to provide "soft" constraints. Second, all hyper-parameters are learned solely from the data available and hence there is no parameter tuning required. Third, model sparseness in the inferred stiffness losses is produced by the sparse Bayesian learning framework, which is useful for model regularization to alleviate the ill-posedness in the structural system identification and damage assessment. Fourth, the equation-error precision parameter is marginalized over analytically in the formulation for Algorithm 2, which reduces the effective dimension for the Gibbs sampler, which has been shown to be advantageous for reducing the posterior sample variances. Fifth, the stiffness identification results are totally scale-invariant in the new algorithms, i.e., they are 22 independent of the unit selections for the mass and stiffness matrices, as well as the scaling of the measured mode shapes.
For future studies, a potentially useful avenue could be to utilize the proposed Bayesian system identification framework in a sequential manner to track the temporal behavior of the structural model parameters, where the model updating results from the previous time can be effectively incorporated for updating at the current time using the sparse Bayesian learning formulation.
Nomenclature
Number of extracted modes in the modal identification we use 1, … , 
